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ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS

We Step-up

We Transform
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To Foster Learning Environment for Electrical
Engineering Education having High Technical

Skills, Ethical Values and Overall Global
Competence.

To provide high quality graduate program in Electrical
Engineering so that it prepares students for
1. Better Employability, Start-ups and Entrepreneurship.
2. A professional career with essential technical and
    managerial skills.
3. Collaboration with industries through research and
     innovation.
4. Other avenues for higher education.
5. Adapting to change in technology and apply the
     same for the benefits of society at large.

Vision

Mission
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PRINCIPAL’s TALK
Technical Education is the backbone of every nation and being the 

principal of LDCE, I believe that the teachers and students have a 

responsibility to ensure that every individual has the opportunity to 

receive high quality education from technical to practical and 

beyond. Our motive has always been to contribute for sustainable 
development of the nation through achieving excellence in technical education and research while fa-

cilitating transformation of students into responsible citizens and competent professionals. This ex-

clusive departmental magazine is one such platform which will enable the students of electrical de-

partment to showcase their talents and exchange technical knowledge among themselves.

FROM HOD’s DESK
Dear Reader,

It gives me immense pleasure to present the third issue of our 

departmental newsletter “ELECTRI.CT – where ideas flow 

without resistance”. This newsletter is one of the ways in 

which we can disseminate information on the life in the depart-

ment. I am proud to mention that our students and faculties are 
doing the best in academic, co-curricular, extra-curricular as well as research & development activi-

ties. Going through the content of this newsletter, you will realize that the previous semester had been 

a great success for the department. We are constantly focusing on outcome-based education for contin-

uous growth of the department in particular and the institute in general. I would like to congratulate 

Prof. N V Sinha, Prof.  U L Makwana, Prof H N Raval and Prof M R Vasavada who have mentored 

the enthusiastic team of students. The efforts put on by Sanyukta Lal , Abhishek Ghoniya , Khushi 

Joshiyara , Shivangi Parmar, Shivani Pandey, Siddhi Shah and Muskan Biala in the publication of this 

newsletter are worth to appreciate. I extend my warm wishes for the consistent publication of this 

newsletter. We will be happy to receive feedbacks and suggestions from all the readers.

                                                                                                                 Dr. M C Chudasama

Dr. G P Vadodaria
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VISION

This was the message with which we presented the inaugural issue of  Electri.CT.We are so glad that we 

have lived up to the spirit of our message.We proudly present the third issue of our departmental maga-

zine. In this issue we have covered the department’s activities / achievements along with some technical 

information and also our non-technical section which we hope you will enjoy.We always strive to make 

our newsletters more than just newsletters by being informative, and also using them as a platform to 

showcase the multifaceted talent of our students and faculty.Having said that, we are always open to any 

ideas that will help us improve our newsletter.  We would like to thank all the students and faculty who 

made time to contribute to the newsletter.We appreciate the student editorial team whose zeal and enthusi-

asm are unparalleled.We hope that you will enjoy reading this issue.Once again,Team Electri.CT values 

your contribution and looks forward to your continuous support in the coming issues.

“Coming together is a beginning, keeping together
is progress and working together is success”.

FACULTYS’

MUSKAN BIALA
Editor in Chief 

SHIVANGI PARMAR
Managing Editor 

SHIVANI PANDEY
Associate Editor

SANYUKTA LAL
Art Director

KHUSHI JOSHIYARA
Fact Checker

ABHISHEK GHONIYA
Content Editor

SHIVANG PANDYA
Photogapher

BUILDERS OF ELECTRI.CT

SIDDHI SHAH
Assistant Editor
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ACHIEVEMENTS

kaizen 2k19
UNDER GRADUATE WINNERS

Abstract: Bike was firstly discovered in 1894 by Hilderbrand and Wolfmiiler.But as we are living in 21st century many 

modifications and updation is required.So our project is based on To gain more efficiency using electonic con-

trolling device and hub motor in bike and to make bike more eco-friendly and efficient for over environment a bat-

tery pack and a motor are installed to store and transform the electricity. A user control is usually attached to the 

handle bar to brake and adjust the speed. Under this abstract definition, a variety of types and styles are available 

to consumers in the market and still developing.

Tank keva Imanojbhai Gami Karneliyashbhai Pathar Amit Manubhai

Valand Naman Arvindbhai Thakor vipulji Anarji

1 2 3

4 5

PG Winner Detail

Random or uncontrolled switching of Electrical applications like shunt reactors, shunt capacitors, no-load transformer 

may cause severe transients such as high overvoltage , high inrush currents which may damage the systems equip-

ment. The conventional solution like pre-insertion resistors, damping reactor , arrestor are used to eliminate or limit the 

magnitude and effects of switching transients. This method may be efficient, reliable or not expensive and do treat the 

root of problem. Transients may eliminate or reduce by controlling this switching instant which known as controlled 

switching or synchronous switching. Closing or opening of Circuit breaker are delayed in such ways that switching 

occurs at optimum target. This report describes the optimum switching target for Shunt capacitor bank and Shunt reac-

tor bank. This optimum target depends like star grounded, ungrounded, delta and magnetically coupled load or non-cou-

pled, remanent flux. ATP-EMTP simulation for different configuration of Shunt capacitor bank and Shunt reactor. 7

ROBOCON
The National DD Robocon 2019 was held at IIT Delhi on 16 th 

June 2019,where teams from top 26 colleges across the coun-

try competed at the National Level.The team from LD College 

of Engineering , Ahmedabad ,Gujarat- ROBOCON LDCE won 

the Title of National Champions. ROBOCON LDCE represent-

ed India at the International level on 25th August 2019 ,in the 

city of Ulaanbaatar of Mongolia. Electrical department stu-

dents Vignesh Sengunthar (sem 7) , Muskan Biala & Shivani 

A Pandey (sem 5) are the members of the ROBOCON team .

SEM TOPPERS

GATE TOPPERS

SEM 4
PANICKER HARSHIDH PRASANNAN

HACKATHON
Our dept. Students team (Sem.VII) stood first at Grand Finale of 

GIH 2019 in small industry problems category. They were Award-

ed first prize Rs. 50000/- by co-founder of INFOSYS Dr. Krisgo-

palkrishnan and Honourable Education Minister, Gujarat state 

Shri. Bhupendrasinh Chudasama Sir at SSIP Annual conference. 

Project name - quot;Auto Recloser ELCB&quot;.
Faculty Mentor : Prof. M R Vasavada

Prajapati Jaydip Maheshkumar - 160280109087

Solanki Mohit Devangbhai - 160280109108

Prajapati Jay Rahulbhai - 160280109086

Patel Vishwa Sandip Kumar - 160280109082

Patel Jainishkumar Prakashbhai – 160280109070

SEM 8
AMAL NAIR

SEM 6
RAUNAK JHA

SEM 2
PATOLIYA MAYUR PRAVINBHAI
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FACULTY
ACHIEVEMENTS

Dr M C Chudasama

Dr. C D Upadhyay

PROF. K B KELA

     

PROF BHAVIK CHAUDHARI

Prof. Mitul Patel

Prof. Mihir Vasavada and Prof. N V Sinha

Dr U L Makwana

PROF. VIHANG DHOLAKIYA
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ACTIVITIES

IEEE

TREE PLANTATION

INDUSTRIAL VISITS

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
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SSIP
Prof. M.R. Vasavada is working as central committee member of SSIP cell of LDCE.

Prof. Vihang Dholakiya is working as team member of State level SSIP cell at KCG, Ahmedabad. Prof.

B J Shah, Prof. C D Upadhyay and Prof. M R Vasavada are departmental team members for SSIP work.

Sneh Kothari of Electrical Department is student coordinatior of “AARAMBH” cell under SSIP activity.

Name of Faculty
Mentor

Name of
Startup

Name of
Team

Leader

Name of Team
member

Contact no.
of Team
Leader

Total SSIP
Fund

sr.
no.

1 Prof. Mitul Patel

Prof. Mitul Patel

Prof. Mitul Patel

Compact
Powerful

electron beam
Shivam Gothi 9409642096 26,000

2 E-AIR
BHUEE
PRABHJYO
SINGH

Aditya vhanesa
Jaydip talaviya
Ravi Bhavsar

7046961184 70,000

3 Dr.D.D. Trivedi

Generic
Mobile Case
With Power

Bank

Sathvara jay Shiroya Dhruvin 7600714812 20,000

Prof. M.R
Vasavada

Auto
Recloser

ELCB

Jaydip Solanki Mohit

Patel Vishwa
Patel JainishKumar

Plugtronics
Prince
Dadhaniya Senta Vishal 8155867648 30,000

25,0009429656338

Dr.M.C
Chudasama Scheduler

Sneh
Kothari Vatsal Mehta 8866816156 85,000

Dr.U. L
Makwana

Intellingenc
e vehicle
security
system

Muskan
Biala Sengunthar Vignesh 25,0008897433508

Prof. N.N
Shah I charge Dama

Hitesh D
Mandali Shubham 7016769282 32,000
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BRIEFS ABOUTH THE
SANCTIONED PROJECTS

SCHEDULER
The main aim of the project is to forecast any future load as well as pin point the location of the fault in the machine.

Additional features such as creation of maintenance schedule according to machine health and performance is done.

This project will help in improving reliability of critical loads and reduce the frequency of unnecessary maintenance.

COMPACT POWERFUL ELECTRON BEAM

focuses it on a very narrow spot. On striking the target, its kinetic energy is converted into heat energy which is

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE VEHICLE SECURITY SYSTEM
The main aim of the project is to ensure the safety of the users to the maximum. The project features include -Vehicle

Remote Arm/Disarm Functionality (Vehicle on/off) , Find My Car Functionality, Adaptive Lighting System, Fire detection

in Vehicle Cabin & Anti - Collision System (ACS). The users shall get each and every necessary information regarding

the vehicle ontheir smartphones with the help of an application.

I CHARGE
The project revolves around the innovative idea of IR based wireless charger.

This can be used for all phones as well as smartphones.

One can charge their device wirelessly at anyplace, anytime with this device.



HYBRID SOLAR PHOTO
VOLTAIC SYSTEM

https://www.elprocus.com/hybrid-solar-charger/

RELATED PROJECTS
HYBRID SOLAR CHARGER:-



A Day without Electricity
~ Abhishek Ghoniya
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SO LONG, WINTER!!
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~  Abhishek Ghoniya



T  K  O  H  E  R  T  H  P  G  Z  V
E  N  A  K  M  U  S  V  J  W  E  R
S  V  M  O  F  X  P  O  O  W  D  X
L  P  C  J  A  M  D  N  U  L  N  O

A  M  P  E  R  E  J  O  L  H  K  H
P  E  G  K  A  Q  H  Z  E  B  R  M
D  Y  V  P  D  J  L  N  R  S  J  A
Z  B  O  I  F  D  R  A  G  X  U  D
E  O  L  S  K  Y  A  J  F  H  Z  K
W  J  T  I  X  K  G  W  A  B  E  R

A  U  P  M  E  T  E  R  L  I  H  C
T  D  L  K  J  G  F  D  S  A  W  Q
T  X  K  C  O  U  L  O  M  B  T  O

ELECTRIC SEARCH
There are 11 electrical units hidden in the box below.Go on the
search and try to find all of them.
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The game below relates the characters of TMKOC as electrical elements 
based on their characteristics.Fill in the blanks on the same basis.
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(Electrical dept ,2018 batch)

DISTINGUISHED PASSOUT
When I came to LD, it was a big maze, the roads, the departments, 
the people everything. Along with studies, I opted to take part in 
Youth Festivals and other co-curricular activities. As the time 
passed, the roads, the people, the departments became much more 
familiar and I used to stay more at college than at my home. We 
were 6 people to form Dhanak cultural club and went on doing dif-
ferent creations by that. LD has taught me a lot which is hard to
learn at any other place.
I started my career in theatre by participating in Xitij Youth festival 
as an actor.Our team used to perform street plays, parodies and 
other activities along with the stage plays and skits. The process 
evoked a writer and director in me and my friends polished my pas-
sion towards this art field. Along with theatre, we started making 
short films and gradually a web series. Even I directed videos for the 
projects of ADANI and our group DHANAK became the client of 
ADANI, Apollo CBCC, NSE and other known companies for training 
their employees. Now, I have chosen Filmmaking as my career and 
am doing a PG in Film Direction at LV Prasad Film and TV Academy, 
Chennai.

Link of my works are as below:
A Language I want to learn (Web series)

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYB_UOq8sDRIDz_

W6U8xGBtm-H10lGfCb

https://youtu.be/XSnnFFboZ0k

https://youtu.be/VxJJ2bqdSsk

https://youtu.be/mUmsmlMvPgA

https://youtu.be/eZpTtdzGsLg

So dear youngsters sometimes you may go through situations 
where you may have a self doubt on our work, our vision, our de-
sires, ourselves, but whenever you get stuck in such things, just 
think that why did you invest so much time and effort in it? When 
you get the answer to the “WHY” ,your path will be crystal clear.
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CURRENT STUDENTS

DHARMIK TRIVEDI (Sem 7)

President of DHANAK

IEEE core member

Stand up shoot with Divya bhaskar

Doing corporate shows of Mimicry

Completed the MATLAB workshop conducted by IEEE LDCE Student chapter.

Elected as the Chairperson of AARAMBH - SSIP Cell (under guidance of Prof. Manish Thakker)

project Scheduler got selected for SSIP funding under phase-4

Selected for Entrepreneurship Summer camp at IIT-GN for 2 months

SNEH KOTHARI (Sem 5)

made him get this opportunity.

and Gary Vaynerchuk was also there for to make them aware of Digital media and strategies.

KETAN PATIL (Sem 5)

NTS

)

hapter.

of Prof Manish Thakker)
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Enhancing Efficiency of Organic Electronics: Could Boost
Plastic-Based Solar-Cell Efficiency

that the dopant molecules have only been able to exchange one electron each.

a crucial process related to its 

added in to the semiconductor to 

ty. Various components in solar 
cells and LED screens work due 
to this.

Double Doping

al allowed the transfer of two electrons to the dopant molecule.

electronic circuits built of organic material something extra is needed to be one in terms of ability to dope certain 
components to the same extent as silicon based electronics.

ganic solar cells.

Dr. K B Kela
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in the news it is because some of its impacts are becoming manifest.

HOW TO SAVE POWER BILLS WITH
NATURAL SKYLIGHTS??

Here are some ways to reduce industrial energy costs on your

22 



Why People Yawn??
You yawn, I yawn, we all yawn. Reading or thinking about it makes you more likely to 
yawn. (Did you just yawn?) You can even “catch” yawns from other people, and from 
other animals like dogs. Thanks, biology—but what purpose does yawning serve?

yawning occurs less frequently in hot weather, when air has less ability to cool the 

not (yet) been discarded: yawns “serve as a signal for our bodies to perk up, a way of 

showing empathy. But another newer study concluded the opposite. So it goes.

Déjà Vu

tain, but some ideas exist.

may be the contrast between the sense of newness and the simultaneous sense of 
oldness—something unfamiliar should not also feel famiiar,” .Déjà vu might also 

while establishing a sense of familiarity.

Muted Science
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million have clicked “interested”.

Area 51 and conspiracy theories
With the facility shrouded in secrecy, several conspiracy theories have emerged over the years. 

A Facebook event on Area 51

to protect America and its assets,” said the statement, as quoted by The Washington Post.

plan. I just thought it would be funny and get me some thumbsy uppies on the internet.”
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Aage plan kya hai..??
~Shivani A Pandey
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                                     So I used to recollect the smile on others face by saying “1 st year” in
the bunch of the people when I got admitted in LDCE. And today 17 /6/2019, I enrolled
myself into 4 th year.

To, 
You, who is reading, 
Address of yours. 
Date :June 17,2019. 

Dear Friend ,

“Which department?” “Electrical sir!”
“Which year?” “one: 3 rd , second:3 rd ,third : 4 th sir”
“And what about you Chashmewale bhai?”
“1 st year sir ” (with extreme happiness)
“Ohh...Great”

        4 th year, where you may not know what to become in your life but you will certainly
realize what not to become in life.

       4 th year, where BOY GIRL or GIRL GIRL not any kind of relation generation is possible.
 BOY BOY GIRL BOY

{In short you can not become single to mingle and vise-versa.} 

I do reply with an example. At XYZ reality show a person A said “ I have asked my father

Yes ! The last line does not have any kind of relation or logic with
the other lines-things-anything. It just habituated to come & to go. But some facts which I
must mention here are : 

27

  SUFFER ?!?!

(Remark : I am still analysing my diary when 2 nd & 3 rd year came &  went.)

“         ?
    ,      |
     ,     

    ,  4th year    |”

 

So dear friend , 

there.I wish I could send money-order but I do use google pay. You please start using it. If
you are already are using it , I could not send money as I am not placed yet. Sorry dear and
deer. Say “PoK bhi hum le lenge” to uncle aunty and “absurd words” to stupid little Monty. 
Byeeeeeeee Byeeeeeeee. See you soon. 
~Dharmik

So dear reader, yes you .If you are a junior from any discipline then you may understand
what I am saying.
 

have done nothing wrong to them. The worst scene starts with the training and placement
season. Later or sooner you will be placed, but for a certain period you have to bear and
race with the same. You get opportunity to see and interact with such batchmates whom
you never faced in the campus. They will also expose their punctuality when mass recruiter
company come to campus.

company come. And this is the real fun. Apart from academics a lot of events happen into
the small brain. But as an engineer we honestly use only 50% of the working brain. And
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If you wish to be surrounded by “Your Best
Friends” take you turn and Go straight

ment rooms. decode the clues and find locations
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